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Theatres in Dawlish
by David Allanach
The drunk was standing at the end of the pier, watching an angler trying to land a big 'un, when the angler
lost his balance and fell in. 'I can't swim!' he shouted. 'I can't swim!'. The drunk leaned over the edge and
said: 'I can't play the piano, but I'm not shouting about it'.
An example of a seaside gag. Entertainers almost certainly came to Dawlish as soon as word got around
about the popularity of this new watering place. It probably started off with entertainment on the beach, a
tradition which lasted at least until the 1950s or 60s.
There were however clear advantages to having covered accommodation, especially if playing as a troupe.
We don't know for sure what the first such place was, but historian F.J. Carter found a reference in the
rating books to 'Late Scowse's Pleasure House' in 1805, which is a possibility.
For hard evidence of a theatre we have to turn to 'A guide to the watering places between the Exe and the
Dart' 1817 where it states 'The theatre has lately been erected and is situated at the higher part of Pleasant
Row. The building is a plain building fitted up with taste and during the summer season is supplied with a
good company of provincial comedians and frequently aided by the attractions of London actors. Fisher's
Company play here and at Teignmouth alternately during the season.' The sharing of acts with Teignmouth
was a practice which continued intermittently into the twentieth century.
This building, known as the Theatre Royal, was almost certainly situated in what became Alexandra Road
and abutted the bridge on the upstream side. Documentary evidence on how long it was used is hard to
find, although an article in the Dawlish Gazette put its closing date as 1850. However, before that in 1835
there was competition in the next street when the Kings Arms in Brook Street put up a temporary theatre at
its rear for a company of thespians.
The Exeter papers made an exciting announcement in September 1850 when they reported a new theatre
would be opened by Mr. J.W. Gordon, the lessee of the Teignmouth theatre, who would put on a company
of comedians from different provincial theatres. The report stated that 'the house has been fitted up in a
comfortable manner, the boxes being tastefully decorated'.
Our founding Chairman Bob Thompson believed that the second theatre was situated at the top of Queen
Street where the dispensary was built c.1866 and is now a dental practice. However it does not appear in
any known document. Maybe we have mis-interpreted the newspaper reports and the old theatre merely
had a major makeover in 1850?
New theatre or not, everything was not going well. On 16 May 1857 'a party of comedians announced a
performance in the theatre...but to the great disappointment of those who attended a postponement was
announced – in consequence it was stated of the theatre not being in a proper condition for performing in,
not having been occupied for some time'; a reminder that the theatre was in demand during the summer
months, and sometimes at Christmas, but was not in use throughout the year.
The last time that the papers mention the theatre was in 1859, after which it seems to have fallen into
disuse and Dawlish has never had a purpose-built theatre since. We know that the original theatre remained
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standing until it was pulled down in 1889 to make way for Alexandra Terrace.
Entertainment at either of the official theatres seems to have consisted mostly of comedy. As an example,
the pieces put on in 1852 were entitled 'The Lady and the Devil; Slasher and Crasher and the Rival Valets’.
Culture was left to the amateurs such as the Dawlish Amateur Shakespearian Society.
A new venue was needed and by 1864, and we find Mr Belton's Corps Dramatique from the Exeter Theatre
performing at the old Assembly Rooms. This was perhaps an obvious choice, situated at the end of
Piermont Place opposite the station it was the social centre for most leisure activities. However by 1867 the
building had been demolished to make way for the Royal Hotel. The proprietors decided to keep the name
Assembly Rooms for part of the building as they determined to uphold the tradition of holding balls and
other social activities. Newspaper reports are too scarce to know if they held many theatrical
entertainments there in the early days, but in 1884 there was an advert for 'An Adamless Eden', a musical
operetta, and until at least the early 1920s it became a regular venue. In 1923 the manager was trying to
drum up the interest of promoters by noting that the room could hold an audience of about 250 and was
fitted with electric light.
The domination of comedy in the theatre changed towards the end of the century when music began to play
a larger part and a format developed called a concert party. This consisted of a troupe (in Dawlish that was
usually 6 or 7 performers), some with musical skills and some comedic, but all participated in some group
songs and set pieces. Sometimes there were specialists such as dancers, 'clever child artistes', a siffleuse
(whistler) or a soubriette (pert, coquettish comic maid-servant and singer of light songs). They provided
family entertainment suitable for everyone. All the artistes would be dressed in some sort of uniform,
sometimes as a pierrot, but the themes were numerous - for example in 1907 audiences flocked to see the
'Willow Pattern Serenaders'.
For some reason competition amongst venues seemed to start at the end of the Edwardian period. In 1910
there was a proposal for a public hall in Barton Terrace, adjoining the Masonic Hall but that failed because
the public were slow to take up shares. The following year a
licence for a temporary theatre off Exeter Road was
approved and in 1913 a concert party held a season at the
Constitutional Club. Rather surprisingly the new Palace
Theatre [cinema] in Chapel Street was looking for acts
although it did admit to having 'a very small stage' which is
perhaps why the following year they advertised for a
variety artiste in the singular. The larger Scala Theatre
[cinema] also hosted some amateur productions when it
opened in 1928.
All these venues were aiming to take some of the Assembly
Rooms’ business but its biggest rival was quite different. In
1900 after many years of discussion a rustic bandstand was
built on the Lawn Eventually someone realised that it
would be the ideal location for outdoor productions. The
first time that we know it was used in this way was in 1911
when the O.K.s performed there for 4 weeks (but see Keith
Gibson’s article on p.6). Clearly the bandstand was not
designed for this type of use, there were no dressing rooms,
proper stage or decent shelter for the players, let alone the
audience. Opinion was divided on its suitability: supporters
calling the facilities 'palatial' and its detractors 'out of date'.
However, its popularity as a venue grew and various
temporary attachments were made to the structure to provide better facilities and eventually a marquee was
erected in front of the stage to protect the audience. It also gained a new name: The Pavilion. These
attachments must have disappeared during WW2 and had to be rebuilt when a post-war concert party was
advertised in the 'New Pavilion'.
The last concert party that we know of was held in 1949. Clearly the task of booking acts had now fallen
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on the local council and they were advertising for an eight-week season for a concert party in 1951.
However, tastes were changing and concert parties were now seen as old hat. With their end regular
professional entertainment in Dawlish ceased and only sporadic events such as at the Arts Festival took
their place.
Another venue appeared in 1920
when a local man Charles Ross
bought an Australian Army
YMCA canteen and brought it to
Dawlish and had it erected in
what is now Barton car park. (The
photo on the right shows ‘The Hut’
while it was being put together.)

It became the social and
entertainment centre for the town,
although professional
entertainment was rare except
when it rained and everyone
moved from the Lawn to The
Hut. Officially it could seat about 300 people although up to 400 were possible 'albeit not in comfort'. It
lasted for 40 years but as it got older the draughts were more pronounced and one performer reported 'polar
expeditions could have trained in these conditions'. Nonetheless it was invaluable in offering a home to
operatic and choral societies and the long running Dawlish Pantomime Company.
Towards the end alternative venues were tried at the secondary school and the parish church, but it was to
say the least fortuitous, that when The Hut was finally condemned the Shaftesbury Hall was available for
sale. Dawlish owes a great debt of
gratitude to those who had the foresight
and motivation to purchase the building
and convert it into the town's theatre.
Their efforts are well recorded in Liz
Wedlake's book An Awfully Big
Adventure. Suffice it to say that long
may we continue to enjoy the
productions of the Dawlish Repertory
Company, the Dawlish Musical Theatre
Company, the film evenings and the
occasional professional entertainers at
this cosy venue. (The photo at left shows a
splendid line of Policemen from the 1925 performance of ‘The Pirates of Penzance’.)
That hasn't stopped aspirations for a larger venue (the Shaftesbury has 141 seats) or one more suitable for
musical events. Sometimes this campaign has been combined with changing the brutalist appearance of the
bandstand. It is worth remembering that a larger
modern venue exists just down the road in
Teignmouth but undoubtedly these rumblings will
continue, although gaining a consensus on the need
and the wherewithal seem as elusive as ever.
Times have changed when you could hear.......
'The flies are a bit thick in this place' I said to the
landlady 'What do you expect for a pound a day?
She said 'Educated ones?'
The Shaftesbury Hall in about 1950, before it was
bought by the Dawlish Repertory Company in 1959 and
transformed into the Shaftesbury Theatre. →
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Pre-war entertainment in Dawlish by Philip Daniell
Editor’s note: This piece was found in our archive. It is interesting historically, especially because the
author describes some activities he was personally involved with. However, it includes comments that
reflect the social norms of the author’s time, but which are clearly unacceptable today. The only change
made to the original has been to mask one particularly offensive word.
Pre-war, Dawlish was not without its entertainments. On the Lawn was the Pavilion, a canvas structure
attached to the bandstand. A very small company sustained a changing bill throughout the season. For
many of us, this was our only experience of professional entertainment. The only name I remember is
Howard Healey, a tenor who seemed unhappy with roles in sketches. Sometimes the company was
supplemented by local talent competitions. Year by year, the companies provided very good value.
The big annual event was the pantomime in the Hut. A professional comedian would be engaged, but
others were local amateurs. Nan Sampson was a leading spirit, and often kicked her legs as Principal Boy.
By modern standards the performance and music were probably awful. (I could seldom find the money to
see the show).
Toc H was active in providing entertainment by running a 'N----- Minstrel Troupe'. A leading spirit was the
Rev Poulton (Mr Interlocceter). Sid Thorpe and Les Hartwell were Corner Men. I was a reserve Corner
Man, ready to stand in for any of the four characters. We held our tall hats while we performed, and the
jokes were written inside the hats. The jokes were local but feeble e.g. Which are the nicest girls to kiss?.
The Dawlish girls because they are Dawlicious. Or: What are you doing down there? I'm just getting up
boss. And... Which are the worst girls to kiss? The Teignmouth girls.
We performed for charity. Once we went by coach to the convalescent home at Lustleigh, putting our black
faces on on the way. It was a very frightened policeman who stopped the coach in a lane and found a line
of black faces peering from the windows. (The only black person I had ever seen was a missionary who
once preached at the parish church). I was involved in providing dances at the Hut on Saturday evenings,
with the humble task of collecting money at the door. The band was the Southern Serenaders – Aubrey
Parminter (accordian) and Doug Symes (drums) plus any other player we could attract. Eventually a man
from the performing Rights Society discovered us and threatened dire penalties for playing copyright
music. Apparently we needed to join a music club!
I assisted Doug Symes in putting on his puppet show at a variety of events. It was a two-man show and I
had to take all the female parts, and others. We had the script pinned on the curtain in front of us. The stage
was a big folding box that contained the puppets. We transported it by rods slung over our shoulders.
The big annual events were the tennis tournament on the Lawn, the Carnival and the Fete. Of course, one
participated in these events. Such things mattered in those pre-TV days. I remember having my boat on the
stream and giving rides to children.
Perhaps church should not be regarded as entertainment. One went, at least once on a Sunday, but it was
seldom entertaining. The high-spot was when the organist at St Marks, sleeping through the sermon,
allowed his elbows to fall on the keyboard. That was a discordant and entertaining sound. Once my hopes
rose when the lights failed at the start of evensong at the Parish Church and the vicar proposed to send us
home. Alas, some good lady demanded prayers by candlelight. The vicar responded, I suspect unwillingly.
There was a light opera company but I do not
recall attending more than once as I never had
the entrance money. There were fairs in the
station forecourt and around York Gardens, and
the circus came to the former playing fields off
the Exeter Road. I think the area was known as
the Pidgley Estate. On Sunday afternoons in
winter there was a Pleasant Sunday Hour at the
Hut. (The photo shows the Dawlish Pleasant
Sunday Hour Orchestra outside The Hut in 1935.)

As a schoolboy, I once addressed the non-denominational company but I suspect that I was too radical for
Dawlish and was not invited again. Always we were well served by the Dawlish Gazette that informed
us of the available entertainment.
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Revd. Francis Phillott and Saleen Christian Anna Phillott
by George Lipscomb (#correction by Mike Trigger Jan 2023 original article had name Phillcott)
Over the years the DLHG painstakingly researched over 800 graves and memorials in the churchyard of St.
Gregory the Great, Dawlish. Since those days many of the older headstones have become even harder to
read and, in many cases, overgrown with ivy.
The Natural History Group of the Dawlish & District u3a had become concerned at the neglect of the
churchyard and the loss of biodiversity owing to the rampant growth of a few species: brambles, ivy,
convolvulus, etc. Teignbridge District Council have responsibility, but no specific funding for the
churchyard and 25 other similar ‘closed’ churchyards. Recently, a working group from the Natural History
Group, in co-operation with TDC, have embarked on a comprehensive programme of clearance and
restoration of the churchyard; with the hope of re-establishing the botanical diversity, when just 14 years
ago a survey recorded 93 different species. Additionally, it is intended to provide habitat for wildlife:
insects, birds and mammals.
On our first two days, and blessed with equable weather, the working party discovered an unexpected
bonus in the re-discovery of particular memorials. Of course, every single one has a story to tell, but my
attention was drawn to one unusually ornate marble 20th Century memorial. Not only was it unusual, but
by no means unique, since the
churchyard had closed 25 years
previously, but the name Saleen was
outlandish.

Saleen Christian Anna Phillott
(1832 – 1912)

(#Correction gravestone photo clearly
shows Phillott not Phillcott which was
name given in the original article as
published March 2022)
Revd. Francis Phillott
(1821 – 1878)
Francis Phillott was the younger son of
Revd. James Phillott, Vicar of Stanton
Priors, Somerset. We know that he
married Margaret Ann Church in
London on 26 May 1859, and at the time
he was a curate at North Benfleet, Essex. She was one year his senior, and was 39 at marriage, so there
may be no surprise that there was no issue.
We know nothing of Francis’s further career, or how he came to be buried in Dawlish. He was never vicar
of St. Gregory the Great. After ten years of marriage, Margaret died; and Francis had evidently returned to
the West Country because just two years later he married, in Bath, Saleen Christian Anna, nee Fagan.
Saleen, also referred to as Sarah, had been born in Uttar Pradesh, Bengal on 12 November 1832. Although
11 years younger than Francis, she was nonetheless 49 when they married, and there was no issue. The
marriage ended just seven years later with the death of Francis; and Saleen lived a widow for 34 years.
We may surmise that the smaller cross surmounting the large cross on the tomb is Saleen’s own memorial.
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Bandstand Research (Part One)
by Keith Gibson
The challenges and frustrations of research.
The challenge: to research the date when the original bandstand was built on The Lawn using the
Museum’s Dawlish Gazette collection.
It appears that the bandstand was
built somewhere around the end
of the 19th century and the start
of the 20th.
My starting point was the first
edition of the Gazette, published
on 24 April 1897.
On June 2 1900 there was a
report of a public meeting, a
proposition ‘That Dawlish shall
have a Band Stand’ was
unanimously resolved and it was
decided that money should be
raised by public subscription.
A tender from builders A.J. and
G.H. Cox of Weech Road, was
accepted for the erection of a
Band Stand in the centre of the
Lawn, to be built of oak with a tiled roof, to hold 20 performers,
at a cost of £75, that would be just under £10,000 in today’s
money.

Dawlish Gazette 23rd June 1900

The frustration: unfortunately, there is gap of five editions of the
Gazette in the Museum collection between 14 July and 25
August. But it is a reported in that August edition that the
bandstand being used by the Masked Pierrots.

Dawlish Gazette 25th August 1900

My conclusion is that the bandstand was built during that
July/August period in 1900. Following the meeting reported in the Gazette on June 2 the band stand was
built and in use in the space of three months.
[Part Two: will be to research when the present bandstand replaced the original one, this is thought to be
just pre-war, 1937-39.]
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When the cruise ships anchored in the bay...for a year
The second biennial survey of what is going on in Dawlish
by David Allanach
Who can forget the sight of those large ships just laying there week after week unable to work because of
the Covid pandemic? (see below, from Coryton Cove, 16 November 2020) Almost out of the blue this
'plague' arrived and extreme measures were called for. We all remember the first few weeks after lockdown
declared in March 2020 when everyone had to stay at home unless they were an essential worker. There
was hardly a car on the road and the Strand was almost deserted with only essential shops open, although
curiously that included the sweet shop on the grounds that sweets were food and it also provided a very
helpful service of jigsaws to keep boredom at bay.

Every shop was marked out so that queues had to
stand 2 metres apart. To encourage more custom
many of the local shops developed a delivery service.
The supermarkets too were inundated with requests
for a delivery service whilst general shopping online
grew exponentially. Covid retreated somewhat in the
summer but returned in the autumn and winter
causing more lockdowns and the sudden cancellation
of most Christmas celebrations.
The scene changed somewhat in 2021 with so much
emphasis on vaccinations to ward off the disease.
Most of us became used to attending sessions at
Dawlish hospital where hundreds of people a day
were being vaccinated. The hospital itself had to lose
its minor injuries unit and several clinics to create room, but the process was highly regimented and ultraefficient using community volunteer marshals, with everyone having to attend at the correct time for their
two minute slot.
At the start of 2022 Covid is still with us, indeed it might be affecting even more people, but lockdowns
are now seen as the very last resort, somehow we have to make the best of it. However, things have
changed in the last two years. Larger shopping centres such as Exeter have been much more adversely
affected than smaller ones like Dawlish as the growth in online shopping is here to stay. We rarely use
actual coins to make purchases these days as they are seen as potential infection carriers, and it looks as if
the barriers at cash desks between cashier and customer are here for the forseeable future.
The local shops seem to have benefited from much greater loyalty than was the case before so there have
been few local casualties. In terms of shops and cafes only A Piece Of Cake was an obvious loser.
However, financially the Dawlish community information centre 'Open Daw' at the Methodist church
could not survive and the District Council used Covid as an excuse to close the Tourist Information Centre.
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Probably for business reasons the Dawlish Gazette Office in Park Road closed too, ending an association
with the town going back over a century.
There have been losses and gains among the variety of shops. We have lost Take The Bait our fishing
tackle shop and right at the end of 2021 we lost our mobile phone shop, however we have gained a second
hand bookshop and most usefully Dawlish Farm Shop now offers fresh fruit and veg.
One thing that has been striking is the number of shops that changed their names, sometimes indicating a
change of ownership. Some of the most striking are Jen's Sweets to Puzzled Sweet Shop, Jack Sprat’s cafe
to The Mix, The Bag Lady to Chic & Sassy, Bow Windows cafe to John's and The Ugly Duckling cafe to
Sticky Rice. How long will these new names last one wonders?
Away from the town centre there have, of
course, been other developments. New
housing continues to be built – can we
ever satisfy the demand? The most
obvious new site is opposite the
Sainsbury's roundabout. Less well known
is the long-expected demolition of the
Social Services facility, including a
convalescent home, at Daw Vale in
Westcliff Road. Almost unnoticed another
red telephone box disappeared in
Coronation Avenue – I'm not sure that it
had any users apart from those who left their second-hand paperbacks there. However, it does draw
attention to one of Dawlish's few remaining boxes in Queen Street (see above). The fact that it is empty
and needs painting is almost irrelevant as it so wonderfully fits into the street scene there.
Finally, we come to the other big change over the last two years, along the sea wall. Work has carried on
throughout that time but stage one from the viaduct to Boat Cove was opened in July 2020, just in time for
the school holidays. Much later the new lighting on that section was completed and it now makes a very
attractive evening walk. In 2021 a new stand appeared beside the loos at Boat Cove to hold kayaks and
paddle boards. It was an acknowledgement of the growing popularity of these craft in our waters.
The orange army have moved on to stage 2, sheathing the seaward side of the station in copious amounts
of concrete and unfortunately demolishing the Brunelian boathouse in the process. The gains and losses
will be better assessed when all the work is finished.
Yet another worksite to protect the railway has now opened on the field behind the Smugglers Inn.
Network Rail has created a workplace from a very difficult site because it is on a steeply sloping valley
side. In order to make it suitable for storing their equipment they have dug out a road in the field which
starts almost at the main Teignmouth Road and heads for the cliff. The worksite was partly dug out of the
hillside and any materials released from the hillside or the new roadway were then piled in front to make
the slope much more gentle and suitable for storing equipment. The photo below shows how the valleyside
has been scarred in order to create the road and the worksite.
Does this spell the end to the use
of the field for toboggan runs on
those rare days when we see
some snow?
All this and more will be
revealed in the next few years.
One thing is certain: there will
be new changes to report, but let
us hope that there will be less to
say about Covid.
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The Name of Dawlish’s Parish Church

by David Allanach

In December Stephen Craven emailed us:
I am an amateur photographer and history researcher, with a particular interest in church buildings. I am
just getting round to researching some of the buildings I photographed in Dawlish this summer. Looking at
old Ordnance Survey maps online the parish church was called St Michael's on all maps up to World War
II. But by 1963 it is shown as St Gregory's; 'the Great' appears to be a later addition still. I would be
interested to know when the name was changed, and why, if that is known. (I have also sent the same
enquiry to the parish office in case they know.)
Of course, this question has been raised many times before, and we felt we should have an answer readily
available. It was shared among the usual suspects with an interest in local history, which generated quite a
lot of correspondence, from which David Allanach constructed a response as follows:
Dear Stephen
On the surface your query sounded quite easy to answer but it has proved otherwise. I can tell you the story
so far and we hope that more information will become available in which case we will forward it on. I note
that you have also contacted the church authorities so if they are able to reveal more do please let us know.
There seems no doubt that historically the church was dedicated to St Gregory. The earliest allusion is a
note from a visitation to the church in 1301 which recorded 'the image of St Gregory at the high altar is
badly sculptured and the hand is broken'. It was still being referred to as St Gregory's in the 1852 directory.
There is a popular belief which has appeared in a number of publications that the dedication was changed
in the 1870s. This is not the case, as all the directories from 1856 refer to the church as St Michael's. It
would seem therefore that something happened in the early 1850s to bring about the change. The question
is what?
The problem at the moment is that no written evidence has yet been found to explain it. However, there has
been a lot of speculation. I will list some of the theories:
1. The Dedication Festival (celebrating the hallowing of the building) on 27th September, 2 days before
Michaelmas, was confused with the Feast of Title (of the Patron Saint).
2. There was 'confusion' over the name because of the sister church in Teignmouth being named St
Michael, indeed at one stage the same vicar was responsible for both. My personal view is that we can
discount this explanation as the change of name seems very quick and deliberate.
3. The most likely explanation was summed up by the local paper thus: The evangelically-minded people
of Dawlish viewed with some distaste the dedication of their church to a 6th century Pope. St Michael was
seen as ecclesiastically neutral.
It is also worth noting that Dawlish had just acquired a satellite church in 1850 dedicated to St Mark and
this may have had some bearing.
Almost certainly such a change will have been influenced by the Vicar so it might be worth finding out
more about the Rev. Edward Fursdon vicar from 1846-1864. What has been discovered so far leads to
another theory. Reverend Edward Thursdon was the second son of a wealthy family of Cadbury, Devon
who have owned Fursdon House since the 14th century. He was a vicar at Antony (Cornwall), and
Lamerton before coming to Dawlish in 1846. It was only when the present incumbent (presumably his
elder brother) died in 1864 that Edward was released from his religious duties and took possession of the
ancestral seat. What is interesting is that his family's church at Cadbury is dedicated to St Michael. So
whether Edward instigated the change of dedication or not, it is easy to picture that if he was asked who it
should be dedicated to he would refer to the saint he knew well. What hasn't been established is whether he
was low church and anti-Catholic, although we know politically he was a Conservative.
It would seem that the call to change the dedication back to St Gregory was led by the Vicar the Rev. Frank
Simmons who ‘having considered the history of the parish and consulted the lay representatives and the
Diocesan authorities offered to hold a rededication service'. (from The Church In This Place by Muriel
Bradshaw) The re-dedication took place on St. Gregory's Day on 12th March when 'it had been determined
to revert to the old and true dedication' (Dawlish Gazette, 15th Mar 1924).
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Report of Phil Badcott’s talk on January 11, 2022:
‘The South Devon Invasion of William, Prince of Orange in 1688’
by David Gearing
Let’s assume you had only just heard that in November 1688 there was a seaborne invasion from Holland
by a multi-national army headed by Prince William of Orange with the aim of overthrowing the current
English ruler, King James II – but didn’t know the outcome. I suppose firstly you would assume it should
have been be easily rebuffed by superior local forces loyal to the reigning monarch. There would have had
to be a substantial English navy ready to stop or weaken any invasion fleet at sea, as was the Spanish
Armada from 100 years previously (particularly if it was blown off course by Autumn gales). Also, key
ports with harbours big enough to accommodate a large fleet were presumably protected by forts, and
surely land forces loyal to the King could be mustered to confront and disrupt an invading army trying to
break out from a landing site, or at least before it threatened London. So one might conclude the chances
of such an invasion succeeding was slim.
But yet it was successful - William reached London six weeks after landing in Devon, ousted James II and
was crowned King William III on April 11 1689. This series of events became known as the Glorious
Revolution. In his online talk Phil Badcott did a good job of explaining the background to the invasion,
why the fleet ended up landing in Brixham, the early progress of William’s army through Devon, and why
it succeeded.
James II was a Catholic and came to the throne in 1685 after the death of his brother Charles II. There
were very few Catholics in England but James used his power to promote people of that faith to prominent
positions in the army, government and judiciary. He even dismissed the Parliament of England for refusing
to pass measures removing legal restrictions on Catholics. Then in June 1688 two events came together to
turn an atmosphere of general dissent into a crisis for James. Firstly, the birth of his son and heir created
the prospect of a Catholic dynasty. Secondly, the prosecution of seven bishops for seditious libel was seen
as an attack on the Church of England, and their unexpected acquittal effectively destroyed his political
authority. There were anti-Catholic riots that led to a general feeling that only his removal from the throne
could prevent a civil war. Leading members of the English political class invited the Protestant couple
William of Orange, a grandson of Charles I, who was married to James’s daughter Mary, to raise an army
and mount an invasion and take over the English throne. If James had to go, between them they had a
fairly strong claim to the succession.
The invasion fleet and army that
embarked from the Dutch port of
Helvoetsluys was huge: 463 ships
with 40,000 men, roughly twice the
size of the Spanish Armada. 120 of
the ships carried the five thousand
horses required by the cavalry and
supply train. It departed on 19/29
October; the expedition was halfway
across the North Sea when it was
scattered by a gale and forced back
to port. The fleet reassembled and
set out again when the wind changed
on 1/11 November, initially heading for Harwich where a landing site had been prepared, but being forced
into the Straits of Dover and down the Channel when the wind shifted again. The invasion fleet twice
passed the English fleet, which was unable to intercept because of the adverse winds and tides.
(Why the two dates? William arrived in England on 5 November 1688, according to the Julian calendar,
still used in Britain until 1752, after he had set sail from the Netherlands on 11 November according to the
Gregorian calendar, in use in Western Europe since 1582. Once the action was settled in Britain, all the
dates quoted are as in the British calendar.)
The Dutch couldn’t identify a suitable landing place and didn’t know exactly where they were in the
Channel until they were near the entrance to Dartmouth. They were planning to land there when the wind
moved round again and they ended up off Torbay, and were finally able to land at Brixham in midafternoon of the 5th. It’s reported that the barge ferrying William from his ship to the shore got stuck in the
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mud in Brixham harbour and a local fisherman called Peter Varwell carried him through the mud to the
dockside. William also spent the first night in Varwell’s cottage. All the infantry were ashore by midnight,
but it took longer to disembark the cavalry, and 3000 horses swam ashore at Fishcombe Cove just along
the coast from Brixham. The artillery,
ammunition and baggage was left on board and
sent by water to Exeter because of difficult
terrain and lack of wagons. Once news of the
landing began to spread several key local
supporters came to Brixham to welcome
William. and the army camped overnight at
Furzham.
The next day the army started to make its way
towards London. On 6 November William
stayed overnight at Yalberton, in what is now
King William Cottage (photo at left). (It’s
surprising he wasn’t invited by the Seymours
to nearby Berry Pomeroy Castle, but that was
undergoing a major rebuild.) The army reached Newton Abbot on the 7th and camped at Milber Down.
William stayed at Forde House at the invitation of William Courtenay, but he wasn’t there himself,
pleading important business at Powderham, not
wanting to risk getting involved with what could have
been an unsuccessful coup d’etat. William reportedly
slept in the Orange Room, which is quite modest, but
easily guarded. His proclamation to the people was
read in public for the first time at the Market Cross in
Newton Abbot. The inscription on the remaining base
of the cross (photo at right) is inaccurate in two
respects: it says the proclamation was made on the 5th
rather the the 7th of November, and that it was read by
the Rev. John Reynel. Phil said it wasn’t him, but I’m
not sure if anyone knows who it actually was. But in
any case, as Phil asserted, this was the most
significant event in Newton Abbot’s history.
By the 9th of November the Prince was in Exeter and set up
his HQ in the Deanery in Cathedral Yard, where he lodged
for 12 days as his army spread out into the surrounding
area, encountering almost no resistance.
William left Exeter on November 21, moving on to
Honiton, then Axminster, and many other towns en route,
eventually reaching London on 17 December. He and his
wife Mary were jointly crowned on April 11 1689, James
having fled to safety in Catholic France, where his cousin
King Louis XIV gave him a palace to live in and a pension.
Portrait of King William III by Geoffrey Kneller, probably 1689.
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Farewell from the current editor of the Newsletter
This is the 22nd and last Newsletter I will be producing as editor. My first was the October 2016 edition,
at which time I expected to be a temporary stand-in after Ian Thomson had decided he didn’t want to
continue in the role. Six months later, no-one else having offered to take over, I decided to stop asking for
a replacement and to do it myself for a while, as I was quite enjoying it. During the ensuing five years,
with the help of both regular and one-off contributors, I’ve managed to put together four editions each
year, and have received much positive feedback – thank you. But now, with effect from the AGM in April,
I am standing down as Newsletter editor and also my other roles for DLHG, including Committee Chair.
At the AGM those present will be invited to confirm the appointment of Mike Trigger as the new
Chairperson and David Allanach as the Newsletter editor.
David Gearing

Future Programme
1. The April meeting is set for Tuesday April 19 at 2.30pm in the Manor House. (Please note this is not the
first Tuesday of the month as usual.) The meeting will start with the AGM. After that I will present the
much-postponed second part of my 'Dawlish Life in Pictures' slide show, covering 1926-1965. This will
be followed by a Mini-Quiz, with prizes for the winners.
2. On Tuesday May 3 at 2.30pm in the Manor House we have arranged for Colin Vosper to talk about
‘The Old Saltway’- the route used to transport salt produced in the Teign estuary from Coombe Cellars to
ships preparing to leave for sea at Totnes or Dartmouth. The route followed is a mix of churchways
/lychways, manor boundaries and old trading or pack-horse routes, and Colin’s talk includes historical
stories and facts on various places along the way.
3. On Tuesday June 7 there
will be an outing to Newton
Abbot Museum (photo at
right), which re-opened in
2020 in Newton's Place, a
beautifully restored and
adapted nineteenth century
church. Our guided tour
starting at 2.30pm will include
highlights of the museum
exhibits, a look at the stores,
and object handling. The
recommended maximum for
this tour is 15 people. If more
than 15 want to go, we will arrange a second visit on another date. In April we will invite you to sign up
and pay the requested donation of £3 each. (If you are interested you may want to make a note of the date
now.)
4. On Thursday July 14 we have arranged for Jill Charnley to lead another guided walk in Teignmouth.
The one she gave last year was well received. Jill doesn't really offer walks any more, but she has agreed
to do one specially for us. The group will be limited to 12 people. As for the June event, in April we will
invite you to sign up, and it will be have to be first come, first served.
In addition, we may also arrange a talk for sometime in June or July - look out for announcements on that
and the programme beyond July. (Hopefully someone will soon come forward to help to book speakers
and organise outings; that role has been vacant for a year and it really isn’t fair to expect Mike and David A
to do that as well as everything else.)
As you have come to expect, while we are hoping that none of these arrangements will be interrupted by
the pandemic, changes may be necessary at short notice.
We have also been invited to host a Grand Quiz as part of Dawlish’s Platinum Jubilee celebration
programme of events, being organised by the Town Council. Our quiz will probably take place in the early
evening of Friday June 3 in the marquee on the Lawn.
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